Instructions

To start the system back up simply plug back in the power supply and
it will boot up automatically.

You should enable “game mode” on your tv and/or
home theater system to prevent input lag issues.

Activate game cheats

First plug in the 2 usb controllers

(doesn’t work with all systems or games)

Next, plug in the hdmi cable to the tv/home entertainment system
and the game console.

While in the game you are playing hit (select) and (x)

Finally plug the micro usb power supply in.

Select “cheats” (A)

Hit the power button on the cable and it will boot up.

Select “load cheat file” (A)

Menu Navigation

Select system you are playing currently (A)

Use the gamepad arrows to navigate to the system you want to play
and then press (A).

Select the game cheat file you want to try (A)

Use the gamepad arrows to scroll down the game list. For fast
scrolling use the right shoulder button (R) on top of the game
controller to go down and the left shoulder button (L) to go up.
Press (A) to select the game. Don’t hit any buttons while it’s loading
(grey box showing) To go back press (B).

Select the “quick menu” by hitting (A)

*warning* make sure you are choosing the same exact edition of the game
you are playing or it won’t apply the cheats to the correct one.**

Select the cheat you wish to activate using the side arrows to
turn it on/off

To quit a game press (select) and (start) at the same time.

*warning* some cheats may have unexpected results so some
trial and error may be required depending on the game and
cheat.

To save a game state press (select)(R) while in the game.

Scroll up and select “apply cheat changes” (A)

To load a game state press (select) (L) while in the game.

Hit (B) to go back

Shutdown (very important)

Select “save game overrides” (A)

You must properly shutdown the system or you risk damaging the
memory card just pulling the plug. Simply exit the game to the main
menu, press (start) to

Select resume (A) to try it

bring up the shutdown menu and scroll to the bottom and select
“quit” and then “shutdown system” and then “yes”.

If you don’t like how the cheat is performing you can perform
the above steps to try another or turn it off.
If you have any questions, shoot us an email and we’ll be happy to assist you in
any way possible customerservice@gameboxhero.

